Protein phosphorylation plays inevitable roles in the regulation and the progression of mitosis. More than ten 17 thousands of phosphorylated residues and their responsible kinases have so far been identified by a number of 18 proteomic analyses. While some of those phosphosites have been demonstrated to affect either protein-protein 19 interaction or catalytic activity of the substrate protein, the effect of most mitotic phosphosites remain 20 unclarified. In this study, we tried to extract structural properties of mitotic phosphosites and neighboring 21 residues, and find a role of heavy phosphorylation at non-structured domain. A quantitative mass spectrometry 22 of mitosis-arrested and non-arrested HeLa cells identified more than 4,100 and 1,900 residues which are 23 significantly phosphorylated, and dephosphorylated at mitotic entry, respectively. Calculating the disorder score 24 of the neighboring amino acid sequence of individual phosphosites revealed that more than 70% of the 25 phosphosites which are dephosphorylated existed in disordered regions, whereas 50% of phosphorylated sites 26 existed in non-structured domain. There was a clear inversed co-relation between probability in non-structured 27 domain and increment of phosphorylation in mitosis. These results indicate that at the entry of mitosis, a 28 significant amount of phosphate group is removed from non-structured domains and attached to more structured 29 domains. GO term analysis revealed that mitosis-related proteins are heavily phosphorylated, whereas RNA-30 related proteins are both dephosphorylated and phosphorylated, implying that heavy 31 phosphorylation/dephosphorylation in non-structured domain of RNA-binding proteins may play a role in 32 dynamic rearrangement of RNA-containing organelle, as well as other intracellular environments. 33 34 65
Introduction 35
Protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation plays critical roles in a number of cellular events such as 36 intracellular signaling, cell cycle regulation, and the progression of mitosis. A number of studies using mass 37 spectrometry successfully identified tens of thousands of phosphorylation sites and drew an entire atlas of 38 phosphorylated states, as well as their dynamic alterations in the cell cycle (1), during mitosis (2) (3) (4), and prefers to occur in IDR, and such preference is significantly strong in dephosphorylation at the entry of mitosis. 140 The amino acid residue of phosphosites were also tightly co-related to the mitotic abundance ratio. 141 As shown in figure 2C , more than 90 % of DOWN sites are serine, and threonine occupied only ~7.8 %. The 142 percentage of serine reduced as the mitotic abundance increased; 75.2% of UP sites were serine and 24.8 % 143 were threonine. This result indicated that mitotic dephosphorylation occurs mostly at serine residues, whereas 144 mitotic phosphorylation occurs both at serine and threonine. This might be partially related to the high 145 probability of IDR in DOWN sites as demonstrated in Fig. 2A , since serine has higher disorder probability than 146 threonine. Alternatively, this might be due to the preference of phosphatase. PP2A is known to have higher 147 preference for threonine than serine residues, and be inactivated at mitotic entry and re-activated in anaphase as 148 demonstrated previously (3, 23, 26, 42 ) (see Discussion).
150
Non-conventional sequence motif specific to mitotic phosphorylation 151 We then analyzed sequence motifs of UP and DOWN sites. The UP and DOWN phosphosites were assigned to 152 one of the following consensus sequences based on their flanking amino acids (from -6 to +6) ; "proline-directed" which does not match to any of the three above.
157
As shown in Figure 3A , B, three conventional motifs ("proline-directed", "acidophilic" and 158 "basophilic") occupied more than 90 % (92.3 %) of DOWN sites, meaning that most of mitotic 159 dephosphorylation occur at one of the conventional motifs. Interestingly, the amount of phosphorylation at non-160 conventional motifs was higher in UP sites than DOWN sites ( Fig. 3A, Fig. S3 ), suggesting that there could be 161 a mitosis-specific non-conventional motif. The conventional and non-conventional motifs also showed a clear 162 contrast in the relationship between IDR probability and the mitotic abundance. As shown in Figure 3C , the 163 probability in IDR showed inverse correlations to the mitotic abundance ratio in all three conventional motifs, 164 as demonstrated in Figure 2A . In a clear contrast, the IDR probability of non-conventional motif increased as 165 the abundance ratio increased (Fig. 3C ). The high IDR probability of UP sites is opposite to the conventional 166 motifs. These results suggest that non-conventional motifs in IDR are phosphorylated in mitosis. 167 We then analyzed the amino acid sequences of "non-conventional" motif. Logo analysis of 557 UP 168 phospho-serine and 79 UP phospho-threonine in non-conventional motifs found high frequency of basic 169 residues (K or R) at the carboxylic side (+2 -+6) of the phosphosite (Fig. 3D ). Especially, K/R at +3 position 170 is distinct. On the other hand, clear consensus was not found at the amino-terminal side of the phosphosite, 171 except for a weak consensus of a hydrophobic residue at -2 position, and K/R at -6 position. This consensus is 172 distinct from any other known kinase motifs, including the conventional basophilic motif, which has basic 173 amino acids at -2 or -3 position. In a clear contrast, such consensus was not found in DOWN sites; 133 DOWN phospho-serine and 20 DOWN phospho-threonine in non-conventional motifs showed no clear consensus (Fig. 175 3E). These results suggest that non-conventional basophilic motif is unique for mitotic specific phosphorylation 176 sites. 177 We conducted GO analysis for proteins carrying UP site in non-conventional motif (502 proteins).
178
In contrast to the GO term analysis for the entire phosphoproteins with UP site, proteins related to "mRNA 179 export from nucleus" are highly enriched in NCB motif (24 out of 502 proteins in non-conventional motif 180 (4.8%) vs. 50 out of 1,955 proteins in entire UP sites (2.6%)) ( Fig. 3F ). These proteins contain subunits of In this study, we conducted a comparative proteomic analysis of phosphorylated residues in mitosis and 188 interphase cells by using TMT-6plex labeling technique, which can provide the ratio of individual peptide 189 amount in six samples with high precision (46). This approach successfully extracted two different populations 190 of phosphopeptides which are up-or down-regulated at mitotic entry. Bioinformatic analyses of these 191 phosphopeptides revealed a clear correlation between the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions and the 192 IDR probability of the substrate. The most striking outcome of our analysis is that although phosphorylation 193 generally tends to occur in IDR, it is more striking in mitotic dephosphorylation; more than 70 % of DOWN 194 sites exist in IDR, whereas only 50% of UP sites was found in IDR ( Fig. 2A, B ). This means that as a total, a 195 significant amount of phosphate groups are removed from IDR, and are introduced into more structured regions 196 upon the entry of mitosis. Although the significance of such apparent transition of phosphate groups from IDR 197 to structured regions has not been fully elucidated in this study, several intriguing cues had been obtained from 198 analyses of flanking amino acid sequences and gene ontology. i) Most of mitotic dephosphorylation occur at 199 serine residue (91.9 %), whereas phosphorylation occur at both serine and threonine (75.2%, 24.8 %) ( Fig. 2C ). One of the effects of phosphorylation on IDR could be transition of higher-order structures (10, 47, 207 48). Phosphorylation in IDR has been known to cause disorder-to-order or order-to-disorder transition. For 208 example, phosphorylation of 4E-BP2 induced the formation of four-stranded b-sheet and prevent the binding 209 of eIF4E (49). Phosphorylation of phospholamban at Ser16, on the other hand, induced a disruption of higher 210 order structure, which reduced the inhibitory effect of phospholamban on sarco(endo)plasmic Ca-ATPase 211 activity (50, 51).
212
Another possible effect of phosphorylation at IDR could be that it regulates phase transition of 213 biomolecules. Non-structured polypeptide of IDR has been demonstrated to play a key role for liquid-liquid 214 phase separation (52). It accommodates a number of promiscuous interactions to assemble a number molecules. 215 It was demonstrated that phase transition of protein liquid droplet was induced by rather than the net charge, was important for phase separation (60). An addition of a minus charge by 233 phosphorylation could enhance or disrupt the charge pattern and affect the progress of phase separation.
234
Our gene ontology analysis on UP and DOWN phosphosites revealed that RNA-related proteins are 235 preferably dephosphorylated and phosphorylated in mitosis (Fig. 1D ). This result is intriguing in the context of This will drastically change an intracellular environment, and may affect the assembly/disassembly dynamics 251 of other protein complexes, such as chromosome, which is known to contain preribosomal RNA and nucleolar 252 proteins on the surface (70, 71). It might be the case that chromosome condensation could be induced by 253 orchestrated effects of phosphorylation of chromosome-related proteins (Fig. 1D ) and RNA-induced drastic 254 change of an intracellular environment. Further study will be required to elucidate this problem.
255
It was surprising that most of dephosphorylation at the entry of mitosis occurred at serine, and 256 phosphorylation at both serine and threonine ( Fig. 2C ), suggesting that threonine phosphorylation is a mitosis-257 specific event. One of the possible interpretations of such threonine phosphorylation could be that it is coupled 258 with dephosphorylation at anaphase, and therefore involved in temporary phosphorylation of substrate protein 259 during early mitosis. There are several experimental evidences which support this. i) It was demonstrated that 260 dephosphorylation at anaphase and telophase preferably occur at threonine residue in HeLa cells (3, 26) . ii) In 261 budding yeast, threonine residues are heavily phosphorylated at the entry of mitosis, and dephosphorylated in 262 anaphase by PP2A Cdc55 , which is ortholog of PP2A B55 (23, 25, 42) . iii) Biochemical analysis revealed that 263 PP2A B55 , one of the major phosphatases working in anaphase, preferably dephosphorylates threonine residues 264 than serine (72). iv) When our dataset of UP site was compared to dephosphorylation dataset previously reported 265 (26), 28.3% of threonine and 16.7% of serine residues were dephosphorylated in anaphase. These lines of 266 evidences suggest that threonine functions as a temporary substrate of phosphorylation, and regulates the 267 reaction which requires tightly-tuned temporal regulation during mitosis. A combination of kinase and 268 phosphatase enables such tight regulation. Although a structural background of threonine-specific reaction is 269 not so far clarified, it must be involved in the early-mitotic events such as chromosome condensation. 270 We found a mitosis-specific phosphorylation motif, which is similar to conventional basophilic motif 271 but different in the position of basic residues (Fig. 3D) . Although it is distinct from any known phosphorylation 272 motifs, several candidates could be found in phosphoproteomic database (2). PKC has been known to function (77). Although primary consensus motif for AMPK is basophilic motif, a peptide carrying K/R at +3 279 position, which is same as NBC-motif, can also be phosphorylated in vitro (78). Out of 243 proteins so far 280 identified as a substrate of AMPK (77), 17.3% (42 proteins) were found as the proteins with UP sites in NBC-281 motif in our study (Table S1 ). Furthermore, it is intriguing that the intracellular ATP level decreased during 282 early mitosis (Fig. S1B-D) . These results imply the existence of ATP-dependent regulatory mechanism of 283 mitosis; decreased level of intracellular ATP by the activity of conventional kinases at the entry of mitosis may 284 activate AMPK, which then phosphorylates different sets of substrate proteins to proceed the mitotic process.
285
The activity of AMPK increased from early mitosis and began to decrease when starting cytokinesis (77), and 286 this is well match to the ATP level during mitosis (Fig. S1C) . expressing ATeam were treated with 2 mM thymidine for 18 hours and released to DMEM with 10% FBS for 565 1 hour. Then cells were treated with or without 0.2 µM nocodazole for 10 hours, and observed by confocal 566 fluorescence microscopy. The acceptor/donner ratio was quantified in the obtained images and summarized.
567
Data was collected from more than 100 cells. The value was normalized by that of nocodazole-treated cells.
568
The reduction of signal in mitosis was observed as is the case in living cells shown in B and C. Error bars 569 represent 95% CI. The significance was tested by Welch's t-test. 
578
(E, F) Cells were treated with 10 mM 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG), an inhibitor of glycolysis for 1 hour.
579
(G, H) Cells were treated with12.6 µM Oligomycin A, an inhibitor of oxidative phosphorylation, for 1 hour.
580
The acceptor/donner ratio was quantified in the obtained images, and normalized by that in the absence of the 581 inhibitor. Error bars represent 95% CI. The significance was tested with Welch's t-test. 582 583 Figure S3 . Occupancy of non-conventional motif against early mitotic abundance ratio 584 The occupancy of sites in non-conventional motif was increase along with early mitotic abundance ratio 585 586 Table S1 . Proteins with UP non-conventional motif, which are phosphorylated by AMPK. 587 42 proteins with UP non-conventional motif have been identified as the substrates of AMPK in previous 588 report.
